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TIGERS TRIUMPH 14-7
Pacific Waiiops Sea Lions
In Decisive Victory
Pode^+o and Leuder Score Final
Touchdown
38

College of Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Friday, September 24, 1913

por once the sports writers hit it on the nose. All week they had
| been predicting that if Pacific beat the Coast Guard, it would be the
strong right arm of Johnny Podesto that would do it. And they were
right, for with less than three min
utes to go, the Modesto Kid cocked
By CARROLL DOTY
his right arm, picked out Carl Leu
(Some weeks ago this department
der downfield, and scored a bull's
haracterized Bob Hope and Ring
eye in the Pacific end's arms to give
rosby together. Since then Hope
Double A Stagg's Bengals a 14 to 7
has come to the fore once again, as
triumph over the Coast Guard Sea
(nly he can, and here is the story.)
Lions in Kezar Stadium last Satur
When Bob Hope sailed for the
day.
Jnited States several days ago, afAnd thus Mr. Stagg and "Pacific's
er u weeks of touring Army camps
greatest team" started the 1943 war
n England, Scotland, Ireland, north
time season with a decisive victory.
ifrica, and Sicily, he left behind
SOMETHING TO REMEMBER
,im a United Nations military
Over ten thousand customers,,
orce probably in better spirits than
mostly in uniform, watched the
ny other like organization in hisgame, and what they saw was some
ory. For Hope has become more or
thing to remember. They saw an un
ess of a legend with the Armies of
derrated College of the Pacific line
he United Nations in general, and
play, what is on paper the best line
he Yanks in particular.
on the coast, to a standstill, and'
In those eleven weeks Bob and
possibly come out with a little bit
>ls troupe, which incluned Frances
the best of it.
.angford, entertained practically
They saw Mr. Stagg's flankers,
very soldier the United States has
man-in-motion, pedingers, etc., near
n the European theatre of operaly drive the Coast Guard's defenses
Ions. and many hundreds of thouto destraction. They saw little, (for
mds of British Tommies on top of
a fullback), Ted Ogdahl make the
hat. He played 250 shows in that
big center of the Sea Lion line look
me, averaging three a day, and on
very sad.
>me days pulled off as many as
And to top it off, they saw midBven.
season football played in an opener.
He was a human dynamo, always
SCORED FIRST
i the move and never resting unPacific scored first, right off the
1 he had visited every camp that
bat. After an earlier break had
as possible. At one point he found
failed to materialize into a score.
impossible to entertain at a cerCoast Guard back Dale Halbert got
(in camp, so the entire company
off a poor kick that gave the Tigers
(arched ten miles to watch him
the ball on the Sea Lion 31-yard
erform. No camp was too small
line.
>r him to play, whether it be 50
From there it was easy. Ahlstrom
r 5,000.
hit the middle for five, followed by
tOPE LEGEND
an incomplete pass. Then Podesto
The legend of Bob Hope preceded
hit Verutti, with the "Count" going
im wherever he went. He had to
PAYOFF TOUCHDOWN!—Carl Lueder of Pacific is shown just after
13 yards before he was bowled over
lange his routine and gags daily,
by Morales. Podesto then cut back
receiving a pass from Johnny Podesto and wheeling toward the goal line.
>r the Army grapevine was fast at
over tackle for three, and picked
With
Gonzales
Morales,
Coast
Guard
back,
hanging
on
his
legs,
Lueder
ork and if he didn't, his audiences
up four more on a quick throw over
churns three yards to the touchdown that won for Pacific in the final min
obably knew the routines as well
center to West.
he.
'
utes of the °
game. No. 27 is John Pettus, Coast Guard—rPhoto
center.
Then with eight yards to go for
by San Francisco Examiner.
Hope wasn't a behind-the-lines enthe first score of the new season,
rtainer. He was bombed while
Ahlstrom hit right guard and went
ving shows in Algiers and Palerall the way, dragging Morales over
lo, and strafed by planes while
the goal line with him, and Pacific
htting on his act in Bizerte. One
had six points. Podesto added the
me he went right up to within a
extra point out of Verutti's fingers.
>'e of the front lines to put on a
After that initial outburst the Sea
10w for some men who were just
Lion defenses held, and by the time
The Marines report they will have
turning from battle to rest for a
the first half rolled around, Lt. Joe
w
minutes before starting in the situation well in hand; the sail
Verducci's men had the Tigers on
?ain. They showed their apprecia- ors say they will be on deck; it is
the run, but they couldn't score.
°n by showering him with every rumored that Pacific's minority (the
Pacific's campus has been host to BEST RUN
(Continued on page 2)
civilians) will be present. In fact,
a number of flying figures
these
Mid-way in the third quarter the
everyone will be there to make to
past few days, informing anyone
(Continued on page 3)
night's Paeific-St. Mary's Pre-Flight
and everyone of the latest wartime
Students, organizations, and
dance the most important social af
innovation.
fair of the summer semester.
faculty members wishing to
Actually, organization oi a frater
contribute to the "Weekly"
"You can't lose if you come to our
nity is nothing new, with the major
must hand their typed copy
PSA after-game dance tonight," ex
exceptions that the last fraternity
into the office by 1:00 o'clock
The 28-piece College of the Pacific plains the Pacific Student Associa
to be established was Omega Phi
Tuesday if they wish that
under the direction of Pop tion's Vice-President Aimee Arbios,
Being a neighbor is OK, but being
Alpha in the 1920's and that this is
ordon, will make its first
copy to appear in the Friday
public Social chairman in charge of the
1943, a war year, when all frater a good neighbor is really something.
paper of that week.
>Pearance tomorrow at the pre first big dance of the season. Miss
nities have supposedly been aban Because she is such a good neigh
May we ask you to please
set game in Baxter Stadium.
Arbios points out that this after
doned for the duration.
bor, Mrs. Amos Alonzo Stagg re
co-operate with us?
The band is made up of 12 Ma- noon's contest is one of the few
ceived a beautiful orchid from the
PURPOSES
nes'
Navy men ,and three civil- home games of the season, and that
"Breakfast at Sardi *s" radio pro
ns- Permission has been granted
everything has been done to insure
Lambda Nu Phi Fraternity was gram.
the members of the band to wear a large turnout.
It is the custom of this program
founded September 13, with several
white and orange Pacific unito
award an orchid to a person such
The facts: Occasion—night of the
Barbara Bristol, College of the purposes in the minds of its mem
rm in order that they might preas Mrs. Stagg through recommen
St. Mary's Preflight game. Place- Pacific student, was married to Mr. bers. It was started because:
ht a more uniform appearance.
dation of some outside source. In
Leroy Taylor at Morris
1. Civilian organization of any
r< c''t for the band's organization Pacific gymnasium. Time — 8:30 to George
this case Mr. Galen Harvey, a form
12:00.
Music—Stockton
Field
Band.
Chapel, Sunday, September twelfth. kind seemed to be lacking.
to Sailor Neil Rogers who haner student at Pacific, wrote the rec
Admission—Student Body card ;
The ceremony was performed by Dr.
2. An attempt to carry on the old
® the sign-up and the organizaFred Farley, Dean of the College; Pacific traditions seemed impera ommending letter.
on and then went to "Pop" Gor- couple.
The letter was read over the air
and
a reception at the Alpha Theta tive.
Committee members who have
for the instruments and musiby Tob Brenniman, the program's
mstruction.
helped to organize the "date" dance Tau sorority house followed the
3. More civilian male participa Master of Ceremonies.
Th e i,
band has enough members to are Mary Lu Nunan, Sally Rine- marriage.
tion in student affairs and social ac
Congratulations Mrs. Stagg!
After two weeks with her hus
,^Gnt a good marching musical hart, and Verle Goble, Bids; Har
tivities seemed important.
As soon as the letter can be ob
band,
who
is
in
the
Merchant
Ma
^ ' but c°uld use more members, riet Gunton, and Laverne Severin,
4. There was a need of an inform- tained, a copy of it will be printed
'calarly in the clarinet section. Decorations; lone Augwin, Patrons rine, Barbara will return to school
in the "Weekly."
(Continued on page 3)
to
complete
her
college
course.
'Continued on page 2)
and Patronesses.
\
Vol

fin. 9

Issue At Hand Here We Go!!

Big PSA Shindig
Tonight in Gym

acific Band Will
Wear At Game

Something New has been
Added
Civilian Fraternity Organized
At Manor Hall

DEADLINES

Mrs. A. A. Stagg
Awarded Orchid

Bristol Weds Taylor
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9*i One £G/I
Si
Out The Other
Member

TIDBITS
The Editor
Mary Lou Nunan— "Everyoj
Pacific Weekly
in
love with me".
Editor
Lucy Harding Arthur Joseph McCaffray, the Dear Friend :
Business Manager
Sally Rinehart wonder boy from the University of Trere is probably little point in Carillo, Verutti, & Garcia—f;
Sports Editor
Carroll Doty Santa Clara, lived up to his repu prolonging a controversf that ap characters in search of an aut
Patty Marble— "A'int it won
Navy Editor
Bruce Bales tation last Saturday when he and parently holds no promise of con
ful
with all these men."
Marine Editors
John McPhee, Robert Bolton his teammates brought the dark structive result, yet I must protest
She got his smiles— Barbara ]
Make-up Editor
Joe Williamson horse of Pacific out into the foot your reply to my letter of Septem
ley dancing every dance with
Reportorial Staff: Robert Kestin, Dave Stanford, Darrel ball limelight. Hailed as an out
ber tenth.
Kelly Friday night after ei
Dentoni, Frank Jeans, Betty Thofnpson, standing lineman on the coast, if
My particular political sympa thirty.
Charles Davis
not in the country, Artie brought thies have little or nothing to do
She got his attention—Janice
Columnists: Don Westover, Carroll Doty, Bruce Bales, forth again those familiar elbows with
the matter of whether or not Jerry.
John McPhee, Robert Bolton, Lucy Harding in his offensive and defensive play reasonable Security and basic hu
She got his bars—Melba Lefle
ing.
man needs are to receive considera
Our dear friend Robert T. ]
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Stu
OUT-OF-STATE
tion in the post-war world. In spite Murtry was quoted last week
dent Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at
An out-of-state student, McCaff of your belief (for which you have saying "To those of us who are
the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the act of March 3, 1879.
ray
transferred to Santa Clara on a rather meagre data) that I am
more studious type, the term 1
Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Sec
scholarship from Seattle Prep. High New Dealer, the truth is that I am bation' has very little meanii
tion 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924.
School in '40. While attending this not such, and have frequently bp And it may interest you to ki
high school he was student body posed administration policies and that Mac is near the borderline
president, prexy of - his class for practices. I do believe, however,
We hope that Garcia has fo'
four years and an outstanding ath that certain of the aims toward that tooth. Maybe this campus
lete. At present a low senior, he has which the New Deal was directed get some rest!
held a berth on fhe first string of —even though the means chosen to NEW TWOSOME:
We're still wondering just how it happened. That the Santa Clara frosh and varsity obtain them proved faulty—are bas
Vara Freeman and "Cuddi
strange lucid moment of insight, we mean.
team for two years; aside from ically important. That is the real
Cuddeback.
Maybe, watching yell leaders with strange faces and sports, he was elected vice presi issue at hand, and your red herring Alan Bingham and Maria
familiar gyrations had something to do with it. v
dent of the student body for the about subsidies is quite irrevelant.
Ahearne.
Maybe the 14-7 on the score board did it, or maybe, present semester and retained a two
Would you regard Thomas Mann
What kind of game is Jerry p]
and most likely, it was the sudden realization that the point average.
as a New Dealer, expressing politi
ing? Goldbricking?
orange and black jersey clad players looked like the old
A pre-legal major is an unusual cal sympathies, when he said at the
Wonder why Bryant of Bldg.
oul] boys! Why , . . they were our boys! . . . course for an individual such as Mc Nobel Prize Dinner last December
thinks he is what he ain't?
the rear view of blanketed, bristle-headed fellows didn't Caffray. It isn't often that an ath that he could not doubt
Does Irv Corren have eyes
look funny . . . the Old Man was down there, slapping lete, such as he, takes a course aside
. . that America will make its
Betty Lou Todresic?
shoulders, nodding happily, standing in characteristic mo from physical education.
ful weight felt in favor of a peace
Why doesn't Jim Turner i
tionless pose—living through tense moments.
A native of Seattle, Washington, that will not be only another ex Johnny Podesto give the girls h
The screams, the back-flips, the cropped heads, the Old he there held the state champion hausted intermission between two fling?
Man, the score—all went round in a dizzy whirl, then set- ship for the junior division in ten catastrophes, but that will grant last Whefe did Marion Smith get
tled into a pattern, the same design we've always known. nis at the age of fourteen.
ing protection to the peoples of the monicker of "Swamp Flower?"
You've brought us something precious, you New Corn
world for their work and their en
Boyarsky says that he just has
el s. It took us quite a while to wake up and appreciate its BIG ARTIE
joyment of life, and that will guar play in the UCLA game, because
vaJue. Spirit, Teamwork, Honor, and Courage are words Giving the title of Big Artie, be antee lasting freedom from fear and has some unfinished business w
that have been pounded into us ever since our college car cause of his six feet and two hun want. . . ."?
a blonde. Tell me Willie, how ;
eers began. But we've never before felt them beat cadence dred five pounds, 21 year-old Mc Or would you say that Carl Beck you ever going to get to Blackma
with our blood as strongly as they do now. . .
Caffray was one of the best-liked er, concluding a distinguished arti
heaven with only one wing?
We ve also been reared in the your-sleeve's-no-place- persons on the Santa Clara campus, cle in the Spring Yale Review, is
to-wear-your-heart tradition. Sentiment shames us. We and rapidly becoming so here at Pa just another Roosevelt fan when he HEARTS AND FLOWERS—J
McCloud and Hector Hancock.
take refuge in wisecracks and That's-Life-forget-it gest- cific.
points out that the United Nations
uies. We can only offer material tangible evidence of our An unusual hobby is that of fol will doubtless not only make a betgratutude.
lowing the Opera and Ballets; he ter use of their power than Ger of these games to pay for th
So, we hereby make the suggestion for what it's worth- claims that they give him rhythm many and Japan would have done, equipment without having the P
that the men on our '43 team receive Block P's as Pacific for football. Believing that the but that "they will, each in its ca put in then it shows that somethi
Tiger always have. We don't have to enumerate the things Coast Guard team was greatly over pacity, take on the burden — the is wrong in the financial mana;
the boys ard doing for us as a college; everyone knows.
rated, he is confident of a victory white and the yellow and the brown ment.
The little theater play was go
And, fellows, just in case you doubt that the dyed-in- over the Saint Mary's Pre-Flight man's burden—of giving some prac
the-orange-and-black-wool Old Timers aren't thanking this Saturday.
tical effect to the ideal aims formu as college plays go, but it certaii
their Stars and Stripes for football players, friends, and
Due to mysterious circumstances, lated in the Atlantic Charter?" But wasn't worth more than 55c in a
defenders of the nation like you— take a good long look Artie is known as the leading citi this will depend upon whether we respect. Again no benefit from PI
into our eyes sometime.
zen of ,San Jose, although the most have the wisdom and the knowledge card.
The papers delivered to our bi
time he has spent there were for to realize that no one country "can
promote either its own interests or racks don't cost more than $30
overnight parties.
A dread of the draft, an excel secure its own social welfare to per month at the most and sin
lent chance of furthering his col good advantage in the .long run there are 387 reservists that mea
The little inch tribute to Johnny Podesto which ap
lege career and receiving a commis without regard to the interests and an expenditure of 9c per month,
peared m the Gael Gossip column of Saint Mary's Colleg sion were what prompted him to be social welfare of other countries, doller per year per man.
The "Weekly" isn't too good a [
ian kind of caught at us... because Johnny was a great come a marine in the V-12 program. small as well as great."
Gael and is also a great Pacificite.
You see, there is an increasingly per, as college papers go, but w<
"This year Johnny will not wear the Red and Blue.
vocal group in this country that grant you this point.
The Marines have sent him to C.O.P. — and is Mr. Stagg Africa, and Sicily, Hope acted as would return us to the ingrown Very few of us go to the S(
nappy! We know Johnny will be happy when he hears kind of a link between them and tragedy of another period of "nor other than to have a slight bit
about this tribute to him. Podesto hated to leave Saint home. One Medical officer said af malcy." Your reply seemed to indi alteration work done by ladies wMary's. The immortalizing of the number he wore is our ter Bob had spent an afternoon vis cate that you hadn't sensed that as are not reimbursed by the PSA.
way of saying thanks to as inspiring a player as ever trod iting a hospital, that Hope had done the underlying conflict of ideas in So, editor, if you can still mat
more good for the men than all the
tain that we get five
"marble
the turf for the Gaels".... Nice talking, St. Mary's.
volved in our little discussion. . .
medicine in the world could have
worth
of
pleasure
from
our PS
Cordially yours,
done.
cards then you sure have us fooMj
C. HOWARD HOPKINS
WAR WORKER
How about an answer?
Bob Hope isn't satisfied with just
The "Fifth Freedom''
(Continued from page 1)
To
the
Editor:
going
overseas
to
entertain
our
(Continued from page 1)
Anyone interested in the band
armed forces, as if that weren't
Just a line in reference to your
should see Mr. Gordon or Neil Rog conceivable type of souvenir, taken
Miss Lucy Harding
plenty. When in this country he is reply to "The Four Freedoms."
ers any time. The band practices from their enemies, and which they
Editor, Pacific Weekly
a tireless worker, selling bonds and
These
dances
that
you
are
giving
Wednesday afternoon at 4:15 and had risked their lives to get. That
entertaining soldiers stationed in are great and we reservists really Dear Boss,
drills during Saturday morning drill shows you how much the American
this country. In 1940 and 1941 he appreciate them. So keep up the
As one of your ardent support?'
periods.
fighting man thinks of Bob Hope. visited 562 camps, for which he re
good work on that score.
for more campus activities, I wo"
The band is made up of the fol ENERGETIC ENTERTAINER
ceived a Hollywood A c a d e m y
If we went swimming five times like to make a little suggestion.
lowing persons: Walter Taylor,
For Hope the tour was stimulat Award. Just a few months before during the season then we would
In my opinion the weekly daitc®
George Franklin, Jerome' Lanzit, ing: Often he got by on three and
his European tour, he and his have to put out but one dollar since given every Friday night are a A"
Averil Thomas, Albert Towle, Rob four hours sleep, but his seemingly
troupe went to Alaska, visiting ev Service Men rate at 20c per swim.
thing, and I think most of the 0$
ert Glatt, Alan Bingham, Gilbert indestructible supply of energy nev
ery single post and outpost in that
Admission to the St. Mary's Pre- er Sailors and Marines agree
Gosset, Arthur Peoples, Clifford er wore down, and he was going
bleak and desolate country.
Flight game is 50c to al lservice me. But I also think they would
Cole, Howard Adams, Clarence just as strong at the finish as he
The portrait of Bob Hope is that men and students. Coming under better if something were put oh'1
Brown, Daniel Terry, Robert Lloyd, was when he started, and that was
of a true patriot. He gives up his both headings, we gain nothing by the floor to make it a little snao1,otf
Frank Rangey, John Teeple, Ray very strong, to say the least. Al
home life to entertain service men. having a PSA card. We had to pay er for dancing.
Bisio, Eugene Knight, Thiron Ed ready he is planning a tour to the
During the year he works at a pace like everyone else last Saturday
The music is swell, and the
wards, Aubney Van Loo, Bernard, South Pacific area to entertain our
that would kill most men, but he when we went to S.F. to see our are cute, but the sticky floor m
Robert Caston, Richard Owen, An soldiers there. According to him, he
took his vacation period this year to team play. Again no benefit from it hard to enjoy that combina1,ti<*
derson, Bacon, Gilpatric, Elton wants to go right out into the fox
E
go oil the European tour.
our PSA card.
Can't something be done about
Fletcher, Bill Burton, Rod Bran holes. He figures his jokes will leave
It is little wonder that he is first
The PSA paid for some of the for tonight's dance?
son, Peter McCurdy.
more Japs in agony than will shells. in the hearts of American service football gear this year. So what?
Sincerely,
To the Yanks in Europe, North men.
If the school can't make enough out
One of your Sta®
ftssocloled

Golle&iate Press

They Were Just Words

We Like Him Too

Band Will App ear Issue At Hand

By DON IVESTOVEIi
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Down

to Earth

LINK TRAINER INSTRUCTOR

.'Absence makes the heart grow
fonder" isn't just a lot of sacchar
ine stuff. Examples: bobby pins and
nylons take on glamorous and extraspecial significance when we're able
t0 get ahold of any. Even the chew
iest steak is welcome exercise to
our molars these days and the
sparsely scattered sesame seeds on
oUr bread slices are exciting to our
hungry tastes.
Articles that are playing-hard-toet are revolutionizing the modern
American home. Mother follows
junior around wiping up the streaks
of black on the floor that appear af
ter he's shuffled through the room
on thick black rubber heels. Dad
uses a stub of a pencil to do his
cross-word puzzle and never says a
word except "What's a ten letter
word that starts with a z, has two
e's, and—I think, a ph?" Sis is
thrilled over a nickel roll of Lifesavers and positively ecstatic over
a box of chocolate candy. The wad
of gum that used to make the right
side of her face look like a mumps
case or at least a grandfather squir
rel isn't so much in evidence any
more.
Her glamor-bob has disappeared
either behind a welder's helmet, or
bandana, or perhaps has given way
to a close-cropped, crisp, curled coi
ffure.
There's one thing that consoles us,
remember how we clamored for

Tiger-Sea Lion Game

Cesar Romero
Visits Campus

(Continued from page 1)

By LUCY HARDING
All the girls on campus that sud
denly appeared from nowhere and
stood around with "doe-eyed-oh-youbeautiful-man" expressions, (yours
truly included) were the result of
tall, mustached, tooth-paste ad smil
ing Cesar Romero's short visit to
the campus.
The Cub House was filled with the
usual figures of sailors and marines,
but something electric happened to
the atmosphere when Joe nudged
Sam and Sam whispered to Susie
and she swooned at the feet of a
swarthy giant, clad in whites.
CISCO KID
He wasn't wearing the famous
"Cisco Kid" sombrero nor the white
tie and tails of his movie fame. He
was decked out just like any other
nephew of Uncle Sam. And, yours
truly, before thinking of the con
sequences .gulped down a last swig
of coke for assurance and barged
forth, pen and paper in hand.
He was deep-voiced and cordial,
"just like in the movies—kee-ud!"
He's been in the Coast exactly four
months and three days, is stationed
at San Francisco from where he is
sent out on Bond Drive Shows. He
is generally the M.C. and asked
about just what he does, he laughed,
"Oh, the band plays, then I talk,
then the band plays ,then somebody
else talks, then we start all over
again."
TONY AND CESAR
Pacificites preened their feathers
when the former star said that he
had heard of the campus and came
out to see if it was as much as peo
ple said it was! And then, little
Tony Ortega Vargas stood up on a
Cub House chair, leaned over the
shoulders of interested spectators,
mumbled something in Spanish to
the dark gentlemen and they were
off!
When Mr. Romero left, Tony
clutched a scrawl of an autograph
to himself, the girls in front of
Women's Hall melted, visibly, and
yours truly went back to the Cub to
order a double coke and sat mum
bling softly to herself over the hor
rors and the wonders of war!

coffee when it was rationed? The
"steaming brew, good to the last
whiff" was as precious as it was
scarce. But, when coffee went off
the ration lists, our interest slack
ened. The third cup a day no long
er seemed wicked and unnecessary
and we could listen to the Baby
Snooks program commercials with
out gulping thirstily.
Coffee is being burned in New
York, because there's such an oversupply coming into the country and
a slackened interest or inadequate
consuming capacity on the public's
part. Well, maybe if we continue to
dream our young dreams, we'll be
able to once more get fat eating
candy bars, get jaw-aches from
chewing Dentyne too long, throw
away all the typing paper we like,
and feel the grittiness of too much
sugar in our coffee cups.
But not until the job at hand is
(Continued from page 1)
done! All the food and clothes in
al gathering place for civilian men.
the world couldn't make up for the
The objects of the fraternity in
loss of a brother or "the guy that's
clude attempts to further the moral
mine." Lest we forget. . . .
and intellectual qualities of its
members, to further the scholastic
attainments of its members, to fur
ther the best interests of C.O.P. and
The following article appeared in
S.J.C., and to inspire in its mem
bers a spirit of friendship, devotion, the "Oregonian" so we decided to
loyalty, and co-operation.
run it for the benefit of the stu
Official colors of the group are dents who attended Pacific last
red and gold. The official flower is year:
Robert Donald Clark has been
a dark red rose, the emblem, a
Flaming Torch, and the official mot appointed ..assistant .professor of
to, Aniecitia ac societas, which sig speech and dramatic arts, it was an
nounced Wednesday. Mr. Clark
nifies friendship and fellowship.
FOUNDERS
taught speech and was director of
Founded by Jack Lyons and Dick the radio studio at the College of
Johnsen, the fraternity began its the Pacific Last year. He received
life with a constitution and charter his bachelor's degree from Pasadena
members Don Ambler, Tony Ortego, College and his M.A. degree from
Jack Siler, Sylvan Wilson, Darrow the University of Southern Califor
Morgan, Bruce King, Ferrol Egan, nia. For a time Mr. Clark was an
Everything seems to be running
Don McDonald, Jack Lyons, and nouncer on radio station KWG and
smoothly in the radio workshop and
Dick Johnsen.
a reporter on the Stockton Daily
speech departments, with even big
Monday night, September 13, a Record. He has published articles
ger and better things planned for
in
various
speech
magazines.",
watermelon feed was held by the
the future.
group for all male civilians of the
Miss Letafrancis Darwin will car
college at Manor Hall. A large
ry on" with her campus interviews
Sorry!
group attended and took part in the
of personalities at C.O.P. This pro
entertainment. The extra melons
. Because of speeded up
gram
may be heard over radio sta
were taken by the boys to Women's
deadlines and a mix-up on the
tion KWG every Thursday after
Hall, President Lyons spoke about
part of the editor and staff in
noon at 4:30 p.m.
'he fraternity.
checking the Navy and Ma
Last Wednesday evening marked
OFFICERS
rine material scheduled to ap
the close of the "Vicar of Wakefield
Temporary officers were elected
pear in this week's paper, the
program, which has been running
Tor the balance of this trimester:
columns will not be printed.
for the last three weeks.
Jack Lyons, president; Dick JohnThe editor offers her apology
Nothing has been announced as
®en. secretary - Treasurer; Sylvan
to the column writers, the offi
yet for Wednesday evening, Septem
Wilson, guard; and Bruce King,
cials, and to the readers. It
ber the 29th, but just tune in on the
chaplain.
will not happen again.
above-mentioned evening, and "ye
°ther offices will be filled next triolde campus broadcasting" will be
mester.
in full swing.

New Frat Organized

Clark at Oregon

Off Mike . . .

Sea Lions got the break they need
ed. McDowell snared a Morales Pass
on the Pacific 25-yard line and
the Tigers were back on their heels.
On the next play, Morales took off
around right end and didn't stop un
til the Coast Guard had six points
up on the scoreboard. It was the
run of the day. The Sea Lion ace
then personally tied the ball game
up with a perfect placement.
For the remainder of the game,
right down to the final minutes of
sides had scoring opportunities, but
neither could capitalize on their
breaks. Pacific came the closest to
scoring, when Verutti actually went
over the line in the final
period,
but the ball was called back and the
Tigers penalized five
yards, and
their attack bogged down on the
three.
BENGALS .MARCH
It was then that the Bengals
started to march. Verutti scrambled
back 17 yards with Halbert's punt,
to the 28. Ogdahl hit off guard for
two and Podesto passed to Norman
West for 11, and a first down on the

Dry Cleaners
We Are Here for Your
Convenience, Service Men

Bob's
Barber Shop

King Jeweler
Your Neighborhood Jewelers

34

^arding Way, Stockton

ON PACIFIC AVENUE

Compliment of

Fox California

Johnnie's
Meat Market

Now Showing
DIXIE
Starring Ring Corsby

Slaughter Wins
Commission

Vesper Services

Headquarters
For Navy and
Marine Men

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

2008 Pacific Ave.

Lieutenant Clare Slaughter

Clare LeRoy Slaughter, 22, former
star College of the Pacific athlete,
recently won his Second Lieuten
ant's Commission in the United
States Marines.
16.
He has completed his basic train
Then, just like that, Podesto ing at the Quantico, Va., Marine
passed to Leuder, who took the ball Corps Base, and now is enrolled in
in between two Sea Lion defenders Reserve Officers' School.
and fell irfto the end zone for the
While at Pacific, Lieutenant
game clincher. Podesto again added Slaughter played football and bas
the point from Verutti's fingers, and ketball three years, and was on the
the Tigers had win number one un track team three years.
der their collective belts.
He was graduated in February,
BAYARSKIINJURED
1942, with a degree in physical edu
The only sad part of the day for cation, and is a member of Alpha
Pacific was a recurrence of an old Kappa Phi fraternity.
shoulder injury to Willie Boyarski
Lieutenant Slaughter is the son of
who was the best end on the field Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Hodge
for three periods. Stagg's ace wing- Slaughter, of RFD No. 2, Box 89,
man will probably be out of tomor Porterville.
row's game.
The Pacific line, which was fig
ured to be the Achilles Heel of the
team, proved to be just the oppo
site. With Artie McCaffray, Earl
Sunday evening, September 26.
Klapstein, Sgt. Pete LaHood, John 1943, Reverend Ralph F. Doescher
Ceecarelli (only sailor on the first from Yosemite, will speak on "The
string), Jim Watson, and Boyarski Consecration of Service."
doing the heavy duty work, the
Norman Lamb, outstanding vio
Guardsmen found it tough sledding. linist and College of the Pacific
And when they took to the air, they alumnus will play several numbers.
found that Podesto and Verutti are Mr. Lamb was chosen by Stokowski
not only great offensive threats, but to tour South America.
also stout defensive men.
Allen Bacon will play several
BANG-UP PERFORMANCES
numbers at the organ.
For the Sea Lions, Charlie Mc
Dowell, Quentin Greenough, Bill
McPartland, and Morales all came
through with bang-up performances.
Some thought Greenough the best
THANKS!
individual player on the field, and
"Weekly" staff members and
Pacic scored the game winner after
the Editor join In thanking
he had gone out with a knee injury.
those of you who have made
Football got off to a great start
continuance of the paper pos
for this war year last Saturday. And
sible. Through your oo-operathe Tigers, playing what should be
tion in buying PSA cards, you
the coast's best service team, ap
have kept the Journalism
peared to be well on the way to
class alive, fanned the flames
having a try at the title of "coast's
of journalistic controversy
BEST team."
which always rages in the
"Weekly," preserved the Edi
tor s sanity, and allowed
staunch Pacificites to hold on
to one of their best-loved troditions, their college news
paper.

Get your haircut at

DUBOIS

Former Student

Refreshments
on the
campus
jt
*1114, Gull

In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Ave.

tJlouAe
Operated by
Associated Women's
Students
Employing Student Help
•'WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

mumm

iiini Hi—.l ull
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Infra-Mural Sports

No. 73 Retired
CARROLL DOTY, Editor

A few notes jotted down during
the Tiger-Sea Lion game: Watching
Johnny Podesto following potential
receivers downfield, and coming up
just at the right moment with those
long arms of his to tip the ball just
out of reach is almost as good to
watch as his passing. Former All
Coast center, Quentin Greenough,
played enough ball in one quarter
to last four. When he-nailed Podes
to for a 17-yard loss in the third
quarter the Modesto Flash must
have thought he'd been hit by a
truck. Willie Boyarski came
through with the best defensive
play of the day when he bowled
over two blockers and nailed Halbert for no gain on a cut back in
the third period. Pete LaHood must
have been thinking about the gal
back home in the fourth quarter
when he kneeled down into defens
ive position while the Sea Lions
were huddling, a good three yards
off side. It looked like Pete was
trying a little spy work. If McCaffray, Klapstein, and Ceccarelli keep
up their strong defensive play, very
few yards will be made through the
Tiger forward wall. Artie and
"Chick" are hard to move up front
and Klapstein is impregnible be
hind the line. One of the sweetest
catches of the afternoon came in
the third period, when Charlie Mc
Dowell snatched one while resting
in Verutti's arms. Johnny Podesto
kept in pace with his previous rec
ord of 60 per cent completions, by
tossing nine for 17, or 65.4. It was
up to Morales, however, to toss the
longest passes. Two of his in the
final seconds of the game each went
a good sixty yards only to have Po
desto break them up when it looked
as if they would be good. The rave
of the stands was Ted Ogdahl. "Lit
tle" Ted plowed and churned his
way through the big Sea Lion line
for a 3.4 yards gained average.

Tigers To Surprise Navy
Tomorrow—Should Win
Basketball Standings,
"A" League
Team
Won Lost
Bldg. D
2
0
Bldg. A-l
1
0
Bldg. C10
Bldg. A-2
1
1
Bldg. Ell
Bldg. B
0
2
Town
0
2

Statistics

Pet.
1.000
l.OOO
1.000
-500
-500
.000
.000

C.O.P. C.G.

First Downs
1
5
Yards Gained Rushing. 117
97
Yards Gained Passing . 78
26
Passes Attempted
17
14
Passes Completed
9
3
Passes Intercepted by
3
2
9
Punts
10
Average Length
28
33.4
3
2
Kickoffs
v
Average Length
41
45
2
Fumbles
*
Fumbles Recovered by.
5
1
2
Penalties
5
Yards Lost by Penalties 45
20
Coast Guard
0 0 7 0— 7
7
Pacific . - r
0 0 7 14
Touchdowns: Ahlstrom and Lueder, Pacific; Morales, Coast Guard.
Points after TD: Podesto, Pacific,
2; Morales, Coast Guard.

In the Pacific Coast part of the

10 Year Football Roundup, a publi
cation just recently on the stands,
Bill Leiser goes out pn the limb and
picks his 10-year All Coast team.
It lines up like this: Schwartz of
Cal and Topping of Stanford, ends;
Markov of Washington and Reinhard of Cal, tackles; Rosenberg and
Smith of USC, guards; Dougherty
of Santa Clara, center; Grayson of
Stanford, Goddard of WSC, Bottari
So go the fortunes of football in of Cal, and Washington of UCLA,
this war year. But before the Tiger
backs.

j fans chalk up a victory, let them be

"We Need Your Head
In Our Business"

Sibley E. Bush
Phone 3-0604
2302 Paciflo Ave.

Siemering, and his pre-season
line, wasn't conceded much of a
chance against the big and more
experienced Coast Guard line, but
when the chips were down, not one
of the Tiger forwards failed. In
fact, they exceeded aU expectations
on numerous occasions, excluding of
course the one instance on the Sea
Lion one foot line.
FORWARD WALL O.K.

Announceemnt came from
St. Mary's College last week
that No. 73, Johnny Podesto's
football jersey, has been re
tired, never to be worn again
by another St. Mary's player.
Podesto, now pitching them
for Pacific, was considered the
outstanding passer of the na
tion during his two-year var
sity stay with the Gaels. In
1941 he threw the pigskin for
more yards than any other
player, and in 1942 his per
centage of completions was
the nation's highest.
Now in the Marine V-12 Un
it at C.O.P., the Modesto
Flash started his third varsity
season for a new college last
Saturday, but kept up the the
same efficiency, completing
nine out of 17.
The gesture of St. Mary's in
retiring Podesto's No. 73 was
a fitting tribute to a fine play-

week, for there is always the pro
bation list to reckon with.

GRIDIRON GOSSIP
Art McCaffray was actually
caught "dogging it," at exactly 58
seconds after the start of the fourth
quarter ,and in front of the home
town folks, too. And did you look to
see who was in front of Ray Ahl
strom? none other than Joe Ferem
and McCaffray. A1 Garcia m ight
surprise quite a few people in his
new role at right half. A1 can real
ly step it out once he is able to see
daylight beyond the scrimmage line.
He can run broken field and spin
with the best of them.

SCOOP OF THE WEEK
Doug Ashton will play football for
the Tigers. Ashton, out with a
wounded chest, has secured a chest
protector and will play next week.
That should ease the burden on the
present guards, for along with the
news of the return of Ashton to the
lineup, comes word that Bert GiaAnd Jimmy Watson is a fellow nelli will play against the Air-Devils.

ing was not done by the officer stars
Not to be forgotten was Wild
last season, but by the little-known Willie Royarsky and his usual out
cadets.
standing defensive play at end. This
And the little-known cadets are week Boyarsky will watch the game
what Pacific is going to be playing from the sidelines due to the re
tomorrow.
currence of an old shoulder injury
received when playing ball a few
In between halves of tomorrow's years back.

Also on the absentee list will be
Tex Oliver, whose place* as head
coach has been taken by Lt. Spike
Nelson since last fall.
Last season the St. Mary's coach
ing staff could insert two differen!
teams, manned entirely by All
Something-or-Other players. This
i season they don't even have a single
1 All American.

Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

this hack.

Sgt. Pete LaHood and Earl Klap
stein no more thought of playing 60
minutes of hard, tough, football
than you or I. And as for Norm
West and Carl Leuder, they were
two ends who just before the kickoff were looking for nice warm
seats on the bench. But who ever
thought that West would start, and
that little Carl, whose only previous
football exxperience was listed at St.
Martins College, would emerge as
the unsung hero of the day, along
with Sailor John Ceccarelli, who
knocked heads with the center of
the Sea Lion wall for 59 long hard
reminded that much of the big scor minutes.

game, the pigskin will have its day.
Arrangements have been made to
auction off the football for the high
est bider in bonds. And then, after
the 'game the highest bidder will
have the ball to do with what he
When the Pre-Flighters trot out wishes, probably to show his grand
onto the turf of Baxter Stadium to
children.
morrow, gone will be every big
name player but one. The lone surWith the starting of the intra-muviver is Lt. Dale Gentry, former
ral basketball league, Navy Bar
Washington State All Coast end,
racks A-l is fast after its third con
and the boy Frankie Albert said hit
secutive intra-mural championship.
him harder than any other player
The Sailors so far have dominated
he ever came up against.
the baseball and volleyball leagues,
Missing at the kickoff will be the winning the league titles in both,
crafty little Albert, who is still at and from all indications have a
Pro-Flight, but not out for football, good chance of winning the A cage
Vic Bottari, former Cal A. A., Bob
title.

by Grayson, one of Stanford's Vow
Boys, Bobby DeLauer, ex of USC,
and on down the line.

Although the Johnny Podesto,
Jack Verutti passing act headlined
the Stagg carnival in Kezar Sta
dium last Saturday, Larry Siemering and his trained linemen stole
the show, and won their way into
the sport writers hearts, including

Six intra-mural "A" league
ketball games have been schedul,
for the coming week, as announc
by Earl Jackson, Pacific Intra-mi
al Director.
Next week's schedule: Monda
Sept. 27—D vs. C and B vs. AWednesday, Sept. 29—E vs. To?
and D vs. A-l; Friday, Oct. 1—a
vs. Town and E vs. C.
Scheduled to start Tuesday is t]
intra-mural "B" league, set up
take care of the surplus of playe
not included in the "A" league. (
Tuesday, Sept. 28, D will play B ai
A-l vs. E. Thursday, Sept. 30 w
find D against A-l and B against
From now on, the "A" league w
play on Mondays, Wednesday^, ai
Fridays, with the "B" league ho]
ing forth on Tuesdays and Thai
days.. The first eight men chosen
the captain or manager of the b;
racks, comprise the "A" leag
members of that team. The remai
der fall into the "B" league class
cation.
All games are played in the Pa
fic gymnasium, with student ri
erees, time keepers, and score
and start promptly at 1640.

COMMERCIAL
BARBER SHOP

Ernie Junkin, Prop.
334 E. Weber Ave.
Stockton

who proved that he was capable of
playing that center spot regardless
of the opposition. All halfbacks look
the same to this guy Watson, for
he forgets all about press notices be
fore' the kickoff, and not until the
final gun does he remember what a
newspaper is for. Watson will do at
center, of that there is little doubt.

John Pera, former Santa Clara
center, might be a surprise player
in the game, as at this writing Wat
son is the only pivot man on deck.
And don't be a bit surprised if the
Pre-Flight eleven doesn't score first
on a sleeper, for their mentor Spike
Nelson, is an old fox who knows all
the tricks and who will play to win.
All in all, the Tiger line was truly Nelson is a good coach.

a minor sample of what headline
mentor Larry Siemering could do.
As for the backfield, little Ted
Ogdahl and Passing Podesto pulled
the contest out of the bag and
sparked that fourth quarter touch
down drive. Without those two, the
game might easily have ended in
the 7-7 tie.

DON'T EXPECT MUCH
Football fans should not expect
too much from the Stagg men for at
this early date it is still hard to de
termine whether or not they will be
able to field a top flight eleven every

Telepeone 6-6324

ORsrs

Tiger Line Surprise!
In Battle

His line hasn't been given ve
much credit, and for that mat!
neither has he. But year in a
year out, Larry Siemering, forn
All American center from the U
versity of San Francisco, and pr
ent line coach of the Tigers, 1
produced underrated lines.

NOT MUCH CHANCE

Last week Siemering's line was
conceded much of a chance bef<
the game, and it was not until t
end of the third canto that the pri
and fans began to sit up and ta
notice. People asked and wondei
what had happened to the Sea
ons' much-feared running attack,
was there all along, but so w<
seven fighting
Tigers who nei
knew what the word quite mean
Time and again, Gonzales, M
ales, and a host of other backs tri
to find a weak spot in Larry's lin
but it just wasn't there. Rumi
were that our ends were weak, a
that plenty of yardage could
made outside the ends. Lt. Joe V
ducci had a good offensive, but
was based on sucking the tack
and Saturday our tackles j
wouldn't suck. So at the start
the second half, Verducci chang
Continued on page 5)

Stockton Ice and Fuel Co.
San Joaquin Brick Co.
Ice, Coal, Wood, Heating Oils
Ready Mixed Concrete
Building Materials
TELEPHONE 5-5847

33 South El Dorado Street

Stockton, Calif.

PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
Home Cooking
2041 Pacific Avenue

19IO Pacific Ave.

Featuring

Pastry and Delicatessen

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner

Always Delicious — Always
Ready — Orsi's Ready-Cooked
Foods

Open Evenings and Sundays

MARINES AND NAVY MEN!

Flowers for Every Occasion at the

College Flower Shop
Conveniently Located on Pacific Avenue

College Prices
As Always, Let's Meet At

THOR'S
3216 PACIFIC AVENUE
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Old Timer

m l SERVICE
ENSIGN mim fURNESA
HAD TO SHOOT ACCURATELY
TO WIN THE U.S. AMATEUR
GOLF CROWN IN 1938

NOW HE'S TRAINING AT THE |
HOLLYWOOD, FLA., NAVAL
GUNNERY SCHOOL To SHOOTl
ATA DIFFERENT TARGET
AND YOUR WAR SAVINGS
PROVIDE THE AMMUNITION/

MCK THE
ATTACK
MI/TH WAR
[BONDS/

On the right is Bill
Hixon, fast stepping
veteran who has been
packing the ball from
his right half spot for
the Tigers during the
past two years. Hixon
is a little guy, but he's
shifty and fast, and he's
a breakaway threat at
all times.
Below is John Hur
ley, versatile blocker
who was injured on the
first play of the Coast
Guard game. Hurley
can kick, run and block,
and plays both quarter
back and s t a n d i n g
guard. Hixon and Hur
ley are Marine Train
ees stationed at College
of the Pacific.

U. S. Treasury Department

Tigers Meet St. Mary's
Pre-Flight

Newcomer
By DON WESTOVER

By CARROLL DOTY

For the second time within three
,ars, Fred Taioli placed a close
•cond in a swimming meet last
tnday, in the Golden Gate Swim
tonsored by the South End Rowg Club of San Francisco. He was
cond to Roddy Andrews, a formPacific student and winner of the
arbor Day meet,

A fast and aggressive, if not ex
perienced and well-known, St. Ma
ry's Pre-Flight team will make its
1943 season bow in Baxter Stadium
tomorrow afternoon, boasting but
one remaining star from last sea
son's star-studded outfit. The one
star left is Lt. Dale Gentry, former
WSC end, while gone are Frankie
Albert, Joey Reutz, Ed Manske, Vic
Bottari, et al.

At ten-thirty Sunday morning,
'enty-six entrees tried their skill
a mile event across the Golden
ite. The favorites were Roddy
idrews, a stocky speedster on
lom the South End Club were pin
ng their hopes; Fred Taioli, hold
of the Pacific Coast 440 record;
id Jerry Hawryluk, a favorite of
e Coast Guard, stationed at Alaeda.

The lineup, which Lt. Spike Nel
son, head man of the Air-Devils, will
present, will be entirely made up of
cadets. Gentry will start the game,
at least, riding the splinter circuit.

DARK HORSE
The Pre-Flighters are the dark
horse of the bay area, perhaps the
state. On paper they can't compare
with a top-notch team. Their first
string team shows only one player
that anyone ever heard of before.
But they aren't to be sold short.

CHREE FAVORED
Of the twenty-six contestants parlipating in the meet, three were
vored, but the race itself was
rictly a match between Taioli and
idrews. Noted as the better swim
er of the two, Taioli had taken
idrews in previous meets, but in
e cold waters of the bay and exrienced in swimming the gate,
idrews was at home.

Doty Sports
(Continued from page 4)
For a second team he lines up
Moscrip of Stanford and Smith of
Washington, ends; Reynolds of
Stanford and Meister of St Marys,
tackles; Frankowski of Washington
and Taylor of Stanford, guards;
Herwig of Cal, center; Albert of
Stanford, Nello Falaschi of Santa
Clara, Grenny Lansdall of USC, and
Bones Hamilton, Stanford, backs.

At approximately ten a.m. the
rimmers and spectators were takaboard a coast guard cutter and
finsferred to the Marin County
3e of the gate for the start. Fol
ding in row boats tied to another
ast guard boat were the leaders
the contestants. Upon reaching
e Marin side the swimmers were
,en time to prepare themselves
The first 22 men break up like
the icy plunge, while the onlook
this: Stanford 7, California 4, USC
Waited with anxiety.
and Washington 3, Santa Clara 2,
At approximately ten-thirty the
UCLA, St. Mary's, and WSC 1. For
-e began with the sound of the
his "best player," Leiner picks Ken
uting gun, and the frantic search
ny Washington of UCLA, the boy
the leaders for their swimmers.
who missed the jackpot by three
mediately Roddy Andrews took
feet.
e
lead with Taioli trailing by a
What do you think of that?
Swimming at a forty-five deanSle from the outside of the
to the inside, the entrees en- ers straightened him out onto the
Jntered the obstacle of a strong
original course, Andrews held a lead
rent ant} fairly rough water, in
of a hundred feet.
i:ion to the icy cold.

^t
d

ST

LEAD BOAT

he leader boats of both contest^ kept abreast of each other,
P tll°ir swimmers trailing four
*Ve feet behind, until the half1-1 was reached, when sud-

ts

'red
c

'°St WS l6ad boat and
off the course. From that

nt
^ °o Andrews had the race in
ag' By the time Taioli's lead

At exactly 10:57.03 the finish gun
sounded for Andrews, and the bay
area sounded to the whistles of the
boats and cheering of spectators.
Thirty seconds later the gun again
sounded as Taioli crossed the finish
line to place second. The race
could then be called finished, as the
third man was three minutes behind
Taioli and the last man crossed the
line some eight minutes later.

runner, as well as a good passer
and kicker, he will undoubtedly car
ry the brunt of the Airdevil's at
tack while he is in there.
At the left halfback spot, Joe
Wright, a speed merchant and
tricky passer, will probably get the
nod. Lou Priske of Dayton Univer
sity in Ohio, who has shown well as
a blocker in practice, will open at
right halfback, while Hank Urban
will do the signal calling.
In the line, George Young will
hold down the center position,
flanked by Bob Roland and Francis
McLellan at the guards. John Vockel and Bill Duncan will hold forth
at tackles, and George Boener and
Freddie Vikupitz will be the ends.
END TROUBLE
Pacific is liable to have trouble
with the Airdevil ends. Boener,
standing 6 feet 2 inches and weigh
ing 200 pounds, is the largest man
on the squad, and hails from Minne
sota. Vikupitz is the team's speed
burner, as well as an outstanding
pass catcher.
On the whole it is hard to tell just
exactly what Spike Nelson has up
his sleeve. It's a cinch he has a
bunch of hustlers, but whether the
old college try can make up for the
predominence of inexperience all
through the first eleven, is hard to
say.
Undoubtedly as the season wears
on, the Pre-Flighters will become a
major power. They have the cream
of the physical crop of the nation.
But whether young men like Ur
ban and Wright in the backfield can
stand up against experienced cam
paigners like Podesto, Ogdahl, and
Verutti is something that can only
be answered after the game.
The Airdevils will also be giving
away quite a few pounds in the line.
Boerner at 200 pounds, is the larg
est man on the squad, while Young
and Roland at center and guard are
small as college linemen go. Wheth
er the young and light St. Mary's
line will be able to take the con
stant pounding of McCaffray, Klap
stein, and LaHood, to name a few,
is another question that will have
to wait.

Cadet Jim Sexton, former Ohio
State fullback, and once the apple
of Paul Brown's eye, will probably
get the opening call at the bucking
his plan of attack. He would run back spot. A terrific straight ahead
the ends and force the tackles to
play wide so that a large hole a familiar figure to the San Fran
would be left between tackle and Cisco fans, showed them that he
guard.
hasn't forgotten anything, and in
Football wise, Art McCaffray, fact, he displayed a few new tricks.
Pete LaHood, Earl Klapstein and Art, had he been able to perform
Co. just wouldn't dash ahead heed for a full season under normal con
less of the danger that awaited ditions, might easily become one of
them had they been over-anxious.
the outstanding linemen in the na
ENDS
tion.
At ends, Norm West, Willy BoyLaHood's fame Is rapidly spread
arsky, Tom Clark, Vic Hanson, and
ing throughout the coast and if he
Carl Leuder turned everything
can continue that pace, the left
tossed at them in, thus enabling the
tackle hole on C.O.P.'s 1943 squad
line backers to make most of the
will be amply filled.
stops.
Pat White, who will remain out of
Jim Watson at center was play
ing his defensive spot very well. He tomorrow's game for academic rea
played far enough back to watch sons, played a fine defensive game
out for the short passes over center, at the pivot spot, and White upheld
and at the same time he was back all his pre-season press notices from
far enough to spot the play com Oregon country.
ing, thus beating his blocker to the
With the addition of Bert Gianelli
hole and stopping the play before at a guard post, the now feared, but
it could swing into high gear.
never over-confident Siemering for
John Cecareli, the only Navy man ward wall will surprise many, in
in the line, upheld his favorite cluding the Air-Devils tomorrow.
branch of the service very well, for
Last week this department picked
nearly a yard was gained through the Tigers by seven points and our
WEIGHT DISADVANTAGE
the middle of the Siemering line.
prediction held up. This week, by
The weight disadvantage is some
Sport writers of the bay area were popular demand, we give you once
thing that hampers all Pre-Flight
startled to see both tackles go 60 again the winner of tomorrow's
teams. The Navy doesn't like the
minutes, but as Larry said, "so was
game.
big boys for flying, and so it's very
LaHood and Klapstein."
seldom that you see 200 pounders on
C.O.P. 27.
McCAFFRAY MAGIC
a
Pre-Flight team.
Pre-Flight
13
Art McCaffray, who was already

Tig er Line Holds

—
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AMERICAN HEROES
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This week we have decided to call
our little column "The Question of
the WEAK." And speaking of weak,
we approached some of the boys on
the question of the "news and
views'' of the new obstacle course.
The following is the typical type of
grunts and groans received.
Dex Mayhood: "I dug so deep I
struck gas!!!
Ray Deck: If you attack the prob
lem scientifically, there'should be no
difficulty in overcoming any obsta
cle.
Bill Gilmore: Before I took a look
at the course, I thought I could
jump anything!!!

Pacific Graduate
Leads Midshipmen
Recently, on the very same foot
ball field where three years ago he
played for College of the Pacific
against Notre Dame, Floyd E.
Swagerty of Stockton, and a gradu
ate of Pacific, was selected as Regi
mental Commander of the 2000 Nav
al Reserve Midshipmen stationed on
the South Bend campus.
Swagerty, who enlisted in the Na
vy earlier and held the rating of
Chief Specialist at the Great Lakes
Navy Training Station, is in train
ing at Notre Dame to receive a com
mission in the USNR.
The rank of Regimental Com
mander which he now holds is the
highest that a Midshipman can at
tain at Notre Dame.

Director

The invasion of Sicily was beginning. We needed a bridgehead at
Gela. Twice we drove the Germans from the town. Twice they thrust
ns back to the beaches. General Patton leaped into the surf to take
personal command of the desperate struggle. The Germans were
forced back. Fresh troops swept landward. The bridgehead was
ours. It's everybody's war. General and Private alike press the attack,
oblivious to danger. At home all alike must back that attack with
extra Third War Loan Bonds.
_________

ATTENTION!
Starting this week the Pa
cific Weekly will be sent to all
members of armed service
who have at some time at
tended the local school as well
as to those who have been
graduated. The Staff would
appreciate it if the present
student body would co-operate
by turning in the names and
addresses of former students
who are still stationed in the
United States. The names may
be written on a piece of
scratch paper and slipped un
der the door of the Weekly
office.

McGough Speaks
At Newman Club

Professor Russell K. Bodley,
who will direct the new service
choir.

Bobbin Crabbe Home
On Visit

College of Pacific Newman Club
met last Tuesday with Monsignor
McGough of St. Mary's church as
the guest speaker. He was intro
duced by Father R. Brennan, chap
lain of the club, and assistant pas
tor of St. Mary's.
Monsignor McGough spoke on the
importance of a world-wide return
to the moral law before a lasting
peace can be made. "Only," said
the Monsignor, "when the leaders
of nations realize the dignity of hu
man personality will we have a
righteous peace."
Plans were made for a picnic by
the club members to take place this
Sunday evening. Lou Farnsworth,
president of the club, urged all the
members present to attend the Sun
day outing and also invited them to
bring guests who are non-members.

Speech majors, Little Theatre
players, radio actors, in fact, any
old-timers on the Pacific campus
will be surprised and happy to hear
of Bobbin Gay Peck's return. She's
If you have this type of equip
the wife of John Crabbe; John, who
ment,
you can assist the war effort
is Naval Ensign, was the man who
built up Pacific's radio department. materially by selling it to the Army.
Write to:
At the present time, the Crabbes
Emergency Purchase Section
are living in Baltimore, where Mr.
Philadelphia Signal Corps Pro
Crabbe is stationed, and Mrs.
curement District
Crabbe is doing secret work for the
5000 Wissahickon Avenue
Navy in the Physics department of
Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania
Johns Hopkins University. She is
briefly describing the equipment you
rated as a radio technician.
have and stating the price at which
Both John and Bobbin are gradu you can offer each item, FOB Phila
ates of Pacific. Mrs. Crabbe taught delphia. Do not ship any material
speech at Stockton High School, and without specific directions from that
Mr. Crabbe developed the Radio de office.
partment of the Speech Depart
Price consideration is based upon
ment.
your net cost less reasonable depre
Bobbin expects to return to East ciation for use, age, and condition
in the first week of October.
of equipment. Inasmuch as all

Signal Corps
Details

( l e f t ) An exciting pure wool
plaid coat, excellently tail,
ored. SizeS 9-15. $"35.00

As seen in GLAMOUR

CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
DIRECTIONS
Relatives and friends of service
men were reminded today that the
last day for mailing Christmas
paokages overseas is October 15.
The warning was issued at the
headquarters of Major General Kenyon A. Joyce, Commanding General
of the Ninth Service Command, at
Fort Douglas, Utah.
The War Department has request
ed civilians to mail overseas Christ
mas packages before the end of
September if practicable so as to
lighten the last minute mailing rush
which would otherwise swamp the
already overtaxed shipping facili
ties.
Maximum weight allowed for any
one package is five pounds. It must
not be more than 15 inches long or
more than 36 inches in combined
length and girth. Each parcel must
be clearly labeled "CHRISTMAS
GIFT PARCEL." This mark must
not resemble postage stamp or offi
cial mark of any kind.
The importance of a complete ad
dress, printed clearly with a sub
stance that will not mar, smudge,
or run, was stressed. Every address
should include the full name of the
soldier, his rank, and his Army se
rial number on the first line. The
name of the organization with
which he is serving should be on the
second line. His Army Post Office
number should be on the third line.
The Port Postmaster through whicn
the package is routed should be on
the fourth line.
For example:
Pvt. John Francis Doe, ASN
89006554
Co B, 79th Inf
APO 6642
c/o Postmaster, San Francisco,
Calif.

fright) A faultlessly tailored,
all wool suit. Size 9-15. $00

At seen in CHARM
V*" '

Fof coats and suits with
subtle distinction-, fashion*
wise Juniors ask for Jaunty
Junior. They know the
label assures lasting beauty,
•and the faultless tailoring
and quality fabrics are
alwaysflatteringly right,'

Exclusive with us.

$29.95

Katten and Marengo

Army mail service officials urge
that a strong packing box be used.
If the package contains various
small items, each of these must be
wrapped separately, so that no dan
ger to the contents or to the han
dlers may occur.
Postage must be fully prepaid—
that is, from the post office where
mailed to the Port of Embarkation
post office in care of which pack
ages are addressed.

equipment is being purchased FOB
Philadelphia, cost of packing and
shipping can be shown separately
so that an allowance for the costs
can be made when material is ac
cepted.

yolla+td 9ce & tf-uel

GOAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BKIOK
PLASTER
SAND
BOCK
GRAVEL

6a.

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

